ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Arthur Rackham. With a Proem by Austin Dobson. [With an afterword by Peter Glassman]
NY: Sea Star Books/ A Peter Glassman Book. 2002
TEXT: Carroll - UA ART: B&W Deco and in-text illust, plus color DW.illustration, Frtspc, and 16 full-page plates, all by Rackham.
(3 copies, all Fine in VG to fine DW. 20.00 ea.)

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Justin Todd.
NY.: Crown, 1984
25.5 x 19.5 cm. Blk cloth ov bds, title gold spine. Col. Eps.. Frtspc.
160 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: Color illust DW, color frtspc, and 21 full-page color plates, all by Todd.
In DW. VG to fine.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Ralph Steadman.
Buffalo, NY: Firefly Books, 2003, 1st thus
29 x 22.5 cm. White cloth ov bds, deco stamped gold cover, title gold cover and spine. 132 p.
TEXT: Carroll -UA. Includes “Introduction” by Steadman. plus “Preface” and other notes, (all dated ), by Carroll: ART: DW illust, B&W frtspc, in-text, chapter head and full page plates, all by Steadman (c. 1967)

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Lisbeth Zwerger.
London/NY: North-South Books/ Michael Neugebauer, 1999
TEXT: Carroll - UA. ART: Color DW and Cover illust, plus color in-text, misc deco illust and full page plates, all color, all by Zwerger.
In DW, fine .

POETRY FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
Lewis Carroll. Edited by Edward Mendelson. Illustrated by Eric Copeland.
26 x 22.5 cm. Color illust. paper ov bds, title spine. Color illus Eps.
48 p. Illust. in color throughout. All art by Copeland.
ALICE IN WONDERLAND

Lewis Carroll. With Original Illustrations by Sir John Tenniel
19.5 x 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (10),169 p., plus ads. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: Color cover illust by Sean Beavers (2000). In-text art all from Tenniel illust in B&W.
NB: A gold-finish “white-rabbit” charm on a chain is affixed to the front cover.
See AL-105 for the THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS companson to this book. See AL-238 for another printing of this edition packaged in a slip-case with PETER PAN and THE WIZARD OF OZ.

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS – And What Alice Found There.

Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel
19.5 x 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. xi, 164 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: Color cover illust by Dave Kramer (2003).
In-text art all from Tenniel illust in B&W.
NB: A gold finish charm, in the shape of a crown, on a chain, is affixed to the front cover. See AL-104 for a companion volume to this book.

THE ANNOTATED ALICE – Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland & Through the Looking Glass.

By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel. With an Introduction and Notes by Martin Gardner.
NY: Clarkson N. Potter, 1960 (1st ed.)
28 x 21.5 cm. Tan cloth ov bds, title stamped grey-blue cover and spine. Deco color Eps, illust with Tenniel figure. 352 p. Illust., notes, biblio.
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: Illustrations from Tenniel’s original art throughout. In chipped DW, otherwise fine.

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND

Lewis Carroll. With Illustrations by John Tenniel and an Afterword by Anna South.
NY: Barnes & Noble, 2004 (Collector’s Library)
16 x 10 cm. Deco blind-stamped red cloth ov bds.; title gold spine. Deco printed Eps, 136 p., illust „ biblio. (Ribbon bkmk bound-in.)
TEXT: Carroll - UA. ART: B&W illust., all by Tenniel
In DW, fine.
AL-108
ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. [Illust by John Tenniel. With Introduction, Foreword, and concluding essay "What is a Classic", by uncredited authors.]
---: Aerie Books, ltd, ND.
17 x 11 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. xvi, 106 (6), p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll -“complete and unabridged”. ART: Cover illust by “Stawicki”, In-text illust from Tenniel.

AL-109
ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. With the illustrations of John Tenniel.
Franklin Center, PA.: Franklin Library, 1980
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: Tenniel illust throughout; "reproduced from the first American edition of the book, published by D.Appleton and Company, New York, in 1866, which contained the original sheets from the rare first printing, June 1865, in England. (See Note title page, rev.).

AL-110
MEN IN WONDERLAND – The Lost Girlhood of the Victorian Gentleman.
Catherine Robson.
24 x 16 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers, xii, 250 p. Illust. Notes, biblio, index

AL-111
John Goldthwaite
NY: Oxford UP, 1996
24 x 16.5 cm. Tan paper and cloth, bds.; title red spine. vi, 386 p. Notes, index.

AL-112
ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
By Lewis Carroll. With Original Illustrations by John Tenniel.
Chicago, IL: Goldsmith Publishing Co., ND (c 1945)
19.5 x 13 cm. Red cloth, bds. Title black cover and spine. 235 p.
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: In-text illust and full-page plates, all B&W, all from Tenniel originals.
NB: Not all the Tenniel illustrations have been employed; those that have been used have been reworked to provide a crisp line image that satisfactorily preserves the original Tenniel design
Ex lib: Owners signature, ffep and 1st title pg missing; ow vg.
AL-113  THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There.
By Lewis Carroll. With Fifty Illustrations by John Tenniel
(with: "The Hunting of the Snark", and selections from "Sylvie and Bruno")
NY: A.L. Burt Co.,
18 x 13 cm. Illust cloth, bds. (6), 268 p., plus 14 p ads. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: TTLG - Original Tenniel illustrations. Other text not
illustrated
Ex Lib: Library stamps, severe shelf wear, cover loose. Fair.

AL-114  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. With forty-two Illustrations by John Tenniel.
15.5 x 10.5 cm. Red cloth, bds.; cover deco stamped gold, title gold spine. (10),
TEXT: Carroll -UA, w. 'An Easter Greeting to Every Child who
Loves "ALICE". Easter 1876. Lewis Carroll.' (p. 197). ART: Original Tenniel
illustrations.

AL-115  SYMBOLIC LOGIC and THE GAME OF LOGIC [Mathematical
Recreations of Lewis Carroll]
Lewis Carroll.
NY: Dover Publications, 1958
20.5 x 14 cm. Deco illust stiff wrappers. xxxi, 196, 96 p. Notes.
(2 copies)

AL-116  Walt Disney's ALICE IN WONDERLAND MEETS THE
WHITE RABBIT.
Retold by Jane Werner. Pictures by the Walt Disney Studio. Adapted by Al
Dempster from the Motion Picture based on the story by Lewis Carroll.
NY/ Racine WI: Golden Books, 1951
20 x 17 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Unpaged. Illust.
TEXT: Adapted, see above. ART: Full color on all pages; by Disney studios
through-out.
NB: These volumes are duplicates of AL-067
AL-117  Carroll's ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
[Lewis Carroll] Edited and Commentary by Bruce E. Walker.
NY: Hungry Minds, 2001. [Cliff's Complete]
23.5 x 19 cm. Color printed stiff wrappers. viii, 179, (6) p.
TEXT: Carroll-UA, with marginal annotations. ART: In-text and marginal
illustrations in monochrome reproduced from work by various artists (uncredited).

AL-118  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. THE ULTIMATE ILLUSTRATED EDITION. Compiled and
Arranged by Cooper Edens.
28.5 x 22 cm. White cloth ov bds. Title blind-stamped cover; gold
spine. Col Eps. 208 p, Illust
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: Illustrations in color and B&W, from more than 25
artists, 'some familiar, some long out-of-print', selected and arranged by Edens.
(Artists are listed and identified – see pps. 204-208)
NB: In color illus DW, fine.

AL-119  ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Brigette Bryan. Cover by Don Irwin.
29 x 22 cm. Deco illust cloth ov bds., title spine. 192 p. Illus.
TEXT: Carroll -UA, supplemented by annotations and "Afterword" essays
(uncredited). ART: Deco-color cover illust. by Don Irwin. Story line chapter-head
and in-text illust in black-line on orange background., all by Bryan. Black-line on
orange illust.for annotations uncredited.
NB: Other than the employment of orange panels as background to certain black-
line illustrations, this volume duplicates AL-098

AL-120  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated with Photographs by Abelardo Morell. With an
Introduction by Leonard S. Marcus.
NY: Dutton Children's Books, 1998
27.5 x 22.5 cm. Gold cloth ov. bds, title black, spine. xi., 115 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: B&W photographs by Morrell.
NB: In illus DW, fine.
AL-121 VISITORS FROM OZ – The Wild Adventures of Dorothry, the Scarecrow and the Tin Woodman
Martin Gardner.
NY: St. Martin’s Press, 1998
23.5 x 15.5 cm. Color illust. stiff wrappers, xvi, 189 p. Illust.
NB: During a trip to New York, Dorothry and her OZ-adventure companions encounter characters from Alice’s Wonderland.

AL-122 Lewis Carroll’s ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
a, b, c.
Illustrated by Barry Moser. Preface and Notes by James R. Kincaid.
Text edited by Selwyn H. Goodacre.
NY/London: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982 (1st thus – see note pg 149 on true first printing)
29 x 21 cm. a: White paper, black cloth ov.bds. Title red. Spine. Col EPs., b,c: Color illust fold-over wrappers. a,b,c Frtsprc, 152 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll, edited (see above), w. marginal annotations by Goodacre.. ART: B&W page deco, full-page plates, chapter-head and in-text illustrations, all by Moser.
NB: a: In Illust DW; fine.: 

AL-123 (Omitted)

AL-124 THE RUSSIAN JOURNAL and Other Selections from the Works of LEWIS CARROLL
[Lewis Carroll] Edited with an Introduction by John Francis McDermott
NY: Dover Publications, 1977
21.5 x 13.5 cm. Illust. stiff wrappers. 252 p plus ads.

AL-125 ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With David Hall’s Previously Unpublished Illustrations for Walt Disney Productions. Afterword by Brian Sibley.
TEXT: Carroll -UA. ART: 100 plus in-text and full-page illustrations, all by Hall, prepared in 1939 for a projected, but never made, Disney version of “ALICE”. (see “Afterword” and notes on DW.)
NB: In illust. DW, fine.
AL-126  LANGUAGE AND LEWIS CARROLL  
Robert D. Sutherland.  
26.5 x 19 cm. Dk blue cloth, bds.; title gold spine. 245 p. Appends, notes, biblio., index.  
NB: Ex lib (traces of card pocket, library stamps, etc; Purch MPL.)

AL-127  WHO’S WHO IN CHILDREN’S BOOKS – A Treasury of Familiar Characters of Childhood.  
Margery Fisher.  
25 x 19.5 cm. Red clot, bds.; deco stamped gold cover, title gold spine. Illust. Eps. 399 p. Illust. (Alpha-organized entries plus author and title index.)  
NB: The “Alice” entries are accompanied by several pages of illustration.

AL-128  LEWIS CARROLL – AN ILLUSTRATED BIOGRAPHY  
By Derek Hudson.  
NY: Clarkson Potter, 1977 (1st US)  
26.5 x 18.5 cm. Brown paper and cloth, bds.; title gold, spine. 272 p.  
2 B&W, plus color frtspcs. Illust.: (200 photos plus misc B&W in-text and marginal dwgs.), notes, biblio, index.  
NB: In color illust DW, fine.

AL-129  ALICE IN WONDERLAND – [VIDEO]  
USA – Columbia Pictures, 1985. (Warner Bros.) Color, 94 min. NR.  
Live action w. special effects.  
Producer: Irvin Allen. Directed by Harry Harris. Special effects: John Dykstra.  
Music: Morton Stevens, Steve Allen.  
Cast: Red Buttons, Sid Caesar, Imogene Coca, Sammy Davis Jr., Roddy McDowall, Robert Morley, Donald O’Connor, Martha Raye, Telly Savalas, Ringo Starr, Shelly Winters. With Natalie Gregory as “Alice”.  
“…lively, colorful, indeed splashy…” : NY TIMES  
[In bookshelf box]

AL-130  FANTASTIC ALICE.  
Edited with an Introduction by Margaret Weiss.  
23 x 15.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. xii, 291 p.  
NB: 21 new short stories, all c 1995, with strong “Alice” connections
AL-131  INSIDE PICTURE BOOKS
Ellen Handler Spitz
New Haven CT/ London: Yale UP. 1999
21 x 16 cm. Red paper and cloth, bds.; title gold spine. xxii, 230 p,
22 Illustr., biblio., index.

AL-132  LOVE OR NOTHING – The Life and Times of Ellen Terry.
Tom Prideaux
NY: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1975. 1st thus.
Notes, biblio., index.
In chipped DW.

AL-133  ALICE’S ADVENTURES – Lewis Carroll in Popular Culture
Will Brooker.
23 x 16 cm. Black art leather, title gold spine. xviii, (2), 380 p.
Illustr., Notes, biblio., index.
In DW, fine.

AL-134  REFLECTIONS IN A LOOKING GLASS – A Centennial Celebration of
LEWIS CARROLL, PHOTOGRAPHER.
Morton N. Cohen. Afterword by Roy Fluckinger. Postscript by Mark Haworth
Booth.
Notes.
In DW. Fine.

AL-135  ONLY CONNECT – Readings On Children’s Literature (2nd ed.)
Toronto/NY: Oxford UP (Canada), 1980
21 x 14 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. xix, 257 p. Illust., Notes, biblio., index.

AL-136  THE ILLUSTRATORS – The British Art of Illustration 1800-1999
Chris Beetles (David Wooton)
London: Chris Beetles Ltd., 1999
21 x 21 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. Fold-out color-illust EPs. 272 p. Illust in
B&W and color throughout. Notes, biblio., index.
AL-137  VICTORIAN AFTERLIVES – The Shaping of Influence in Nineteenth Century Literature.
Robert Douglas-Fairhurst.
Oxford/NY: OUP, 2002
22 x 14 cm. Illust stiff wrappers. xi, 372 p. Notes, biblio., index.

AL-138  THE VICTORIANS (The Oxford English Literary History – Vol. 8 = 1830-1880)
Phillip Davis.
22 x 14 cm. Illust stiff wrappers. xiv, (2), 631 p. Illust. Notes, biblio., index.

AL-139  ALICE IN WONDERLAND – Pop-Up Story Book
[Lewis Carroll: Abridged and retold.]
24 x 20 cm. Color illust boards with 6 pop-up figures. [Art is uncredited]

AL-140  ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Anthony Browne
29 x 20 cm. Red cloth, bds; title gold, spine. Col Eps. Photo Carroll on obv fep.
Col frtsc rev. (10), 118 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Photos of Carroll uncredited. Color plates and in-text illustrations, all by Browne.
In Color illust DW, fine.

AL-141  Walt Disney / ALICE IN WONDERLAND
[Lewis Carroll]
NY: Gallery Books (W.H.Smith), c.1988 (Walt Disney Co.)
13 x 4.5 cm. Col illust bds. (Five bds in cldg covers).
TEXT & ART: Free adaptation of “Alice” characterizations, employing figures from Disney film version.
NB: A ‘board’ book for small children
AL-142  THE MAKING OF THE AFRICAN QUEEN – or, How I went to Africa with Bogart, Bacall, and Huston and almost lost my mind.
By Katharine Hepburn.
NY: Alfred A. Knopf, 1987
In DW, VG to fine.
NB: See notes with the entry for this title under “Alternative Alice”

AL-143  THE MAD HATTER MYSTERY
John Dickson Carr (1933)
NY: Harper/Perennial, 1989. (1st thus)
18 x 11 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. (8), 312 p.

AL-144  MAD HATTER’S HOLIDAY
Peter Lovesey (1973)
18 x 11 cm. Illust stiff wrappers. 192 p.

AL-145  WONDERLAND
Joyce Carol Oates (1971)
Greenwich, CT: Fawcett, 1973
18 x 11 cm. Color illust. stiff wrappers. 479 p.

AL-146  THE COMPLETE WORKS OF LEWIS CARROLL
NY: Barnes and Noble, 1994
26 x 18.5 cm. Tan paper and cloth, boards; title red spine. xv, 1165 p.
Illust. Chronology,
TEXT: Carroll – UA  ART: Tenniel illust. for AIW & TTLG only.
In DW illust with photo portrait of Carroll.

AL-147  ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
By Lewis Carroll. With Eighty-nine Illustrations by John Tenniel and Four Color Plates by Edwin John Prittie.
London: John C. Winston, 1923 (Children’s Classics edn.)
21.5 x 15 cm. Dk red art leath, bds; title (“Alice in Wonderland”) gold spine. xiii, (1), 319 p.
TEXT: Carroll- UA. ART: Original Tenniel illustrations (1865-1872) plus four full-color plates (2 for each text), by Prittie. (1923)
WALT DISNEY’S ALICE IN WONDERLAND
[Lewis Carroll]
NY: Disney Press, 2003 (1st thus)
16.5 x 13.5 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. 22 p., Illust.
TEXT: Adapted and abridged. ART: Disney studios. From art prepared for the Disney AIW. Full color throughout.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. With Original Illustrations by Sir John Tenniel.
NY: Scholastic, Inc., 2001 (Scholastic Junior Classics - 1st thus)
19.5 x 13.5 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 159 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll –UA ART: Selected Tenniel illust. Cover art adapted from Tenniel by Bruce Bowles.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND – Stained Glass Coloring Book.
Marty Noble.
14.5 x 11 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 8 B&W plates of AIW figures prepared for coloring.

LEWIS CARROLL – Author of ALICE IN WONDERLAND
By Carol Greene.
23 x 18 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 48 p. Illust. Index.
NB: See photo and art credits pg. 48.

ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS AND WHAT ALICE FOUND THERE.
Lewis Carroll. [With Illustrations by Julia Christie]
London: Octopus Books, 1985
24 x 17 cm. Red art leather, deco stamped gold with title, cover and spine; color illust. inset cover. Deco colored EPs. 304 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA ART: B&W in-text illust , plus full-color title page-deco, frontispiece, and 14 full-page color plates. All by Christie.
ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Michael Foreman
NY: Sterling Publishing, 2004 (1st US.)
TEXT: Carroll UA, plus "Introduction" (uncredited) and "Notes From Illustrator" by Foreman. ART: Full-page plates plus intext illustrations, all by Foreman, plus photos of Alice Liddel and her sisters and Carroll.

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With Illustrations by John Tenniel
Garden City, NY: Children's Classics, nd.
22 x 14.5 cm. Red cloth, bds. Title "ALICE IN WONDERLAND" in black w gold deco. spine. Col. EPs. 189 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll UA. ART: Col frontispiece and b&w illust., all by Tenniel.

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With Illustrations by John Tenniel and with an Afterword by Anna South.
NY: Barnes & Noble. (Collector's Library), 2004 (1st thus)
TEXT: Carroll UA. ART: B&W plates and in text illust., all by Tenniel.

ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There
Lewis Carroll. Introduction by Camille Paglia. Illustrations by John Tenniel
20.5 x 13.5 cm. Color illust. stiff wrappers. xvi, 14-338 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll UA. ART: B&W in-text illust. from Tenniel originals, plus 8 full-page color plates adapted from Tenniel illustrations.
AL-157  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Lewis Carroll. With 92 illustrations by John Tenniel.
TEXT: Carroll UA. ART: Tenniel illust in B&W.

AL-158  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll, Illustrated by John Tenniel. [with a Publisher's Preface (1977) and an Introduction by John T. Winterich (1941)]
Norwalk, CT: Easton Press, 1977
TEXT: Carroll UA  ART: Tenniel illust in B&W

AL-159  TENNIEL'S ALICE – Drawings by Sir John Tenniel for Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through The Looking Glass
Harvard College Library in Association with the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
14 x 22 cm. (a1 & a2) Illust stiff wrappers. (b) Maroon cloth, bds, title gold spine. chipped DW. (a1,a2 & b): 75 p. Illust. Notes, biblio.
(a1, a2: 10.00. b. 25.00)

AL-160  ALICE IN WONDERLAND – A Survey of Collector’s Editions.
Oliver Wilson.
Seattle WA. Rara Libra (Number One) September 1937, [No 273 of 750]
19 x 13 cm. Printed stiff wrappers. viii, 41 p. [Unopened.]
(40.00)

AL-161  ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. With all the Original Illustrations by Sir John Tenniel
NY: Dover Publications (Dover Thrift Editions).1993
13.5 x 21 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. ix, 86 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll UA (from Macmillan, 1898). ART: B&W, from Tenniel originals
AL-162  ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN OXFORD
Mavis Batey
London: Pitkin Pictorials. 1980
27 x 18 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. 32 p. Illust in sepia tone &
Color.
[w. two laid-in picture postcards]

AL-163  INVENTING WONDERLAND — The Lives and Fantasies of Lewis Carroll,
Edward Lear, J.M.Barrie, Kenneth Grahame, and A.A.Milne.
Jackie Wullschlager
25 x 16 cm. Black cloth, cream paper, bosrds, title gold spine. Col EPs. xii, 228
p. Illust. Notes, biblio, index. In original illust DW.

AL-164  ALICE IN WONDERLAND & THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel
NY: Grosset & Dunlap (Illustrated Junior Library), 1946/1974
24 x 17 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Title emblem spine. (8), 301 p.
TEXT: Carroll UA. ART: Color cover illustr, color frtspc , and B&W marginal
deco, and in text illust all from Tenniel

AL-165  CARROLL’S ALICE
By Harry Morgan Ayres
NY: Columbia University Press, 1936
19.5 x 14 cm. Red cloth, deco stamped gold, bds.; title gold spine. Col EPs,
Frtspc. x, 98 p. Illust. Notes. [Inscribed by author]

AL-166  SIR JOHN TENNIEL — Alice’s White Knight.
Rodney Engen.
25 x 19.5 cm. Blue cloth, bds; title silver spine: xi, 232p. Frtspc. Illust. Notes,
biblio., append., index., [in DW]

AL-167  THE ILLUSTRATORS OF ALICE.AND THROUGH THE LOOKING
GLASS.
Edited by Graham Ovendon. With an Introduction by John Davis.
London: Academy Editions. 1972
28 x 22 cm..Illustrated stiff wrappers. 101, (2) p. Illust. Frtspc. Notes.Biblio..
NB: A revised edition of this title was published in 1979. Although the text was
basically unaltered, the selection of illustrations was notably changed. See the
photocopy reproduction of the revised edition in the “Alice Illustrated” file.

Dec. DL- 29/6
AL-168 WALT DISNEY'S ALICE IN WONDERLAND — “It's About Time”
29 x 21 cm. Color illust paper ov bds. Color deco illust EPs. (unpaged)
TEXT: A free adaptation of Carroll characters and incident telling a story
developed by Disney writers. ART: Disney studios.

AL-169 ALICE IN BLUNDERLAND
Jack Anderson with John Kidner. Illustrations by Tom Ramey.

AL-170 THE LETTERS OF LEWIS CARROLL
Edited by Morton N. Cohen with the assistance of Roger Lancelyn Green.
p., V.2: [1886-1898] viii, pp. 618-1245. Illust. Notes. Index,
In publisher's color printed box.

AL-171 SIR JOHN TENNIEL — Aspects of His Work.
Roger Simpson
30 x 22.5 cm. Black cloth, bds; title gold spine. 187 p. Illust. Notes,
biblio., index.

AL-172 Lewis Carroll / JABBERWOCKY — from Through the Looking-Glass.
Illustrated by GRAEME BASE.
[Lewis Carroll]
31 x 24 cm. Color illust. paper ov bds. Col EPs, 32 p (unpaged).
TEXT: Carroll (UA). ART: Full-page, double-page and marginal illust, all in
color, all by Base.

AL-173 ALICE IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Monique Gorde
------- Fleurus, ND.
TEXT: Carroll (adapted & rewritten), ART: Full-page plates, marginal illust, all
in color, all by Gorde.
ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND
By Lewis Carroll. With Paintings by Angel Dominguez
NY: Artisan, 1996. (1st US)
31.5 x 24 cm. Orange cloth, bds; title blind-stamped cover, red spine. Deco illust
EPs. Frtspc, Illust.
in color; chapter-head and marginal illust in single-color line, all ny Dominguez.

ART AND PSYCHOANALYSIS
NY: Criterion Books, 1957 (1st ed.)
22 x 14.5 cm. Black cloth, bds..title gold spine. 552 p.
[Includes William Empson: "Alice in Wonderland- the Child as Swain"
pp 185-217]

ALICE – [VIDEO]
Live action. Written and directed by Woody Allen. CAST: Mia Farrow. Key
VHS Video tape in color illust. slip case.
NB: Free, up-dated adaptation of the Carroll “ALICE” story line

Lewis Carroll’s ALICE IN WONDERLAND – [VIDEO]
Color, 90 min.
Stage action filmed for broadcast. TV. Directed by Kirk Browning. CAST::
Richard Burton, Colleen Dewhurst, Donald O’Connor.
VHS Video tape in illust slip case.

AFTER ALICE – [VIDEO]
USA – (see on-film credits)
CAST: Kiefer Sutherland, etc.
[A killer obsessed with ‘Alice in Wonderland ‘ is pursued by a NY detective.]
Recorded from commercial TV broadcast (17 July 2004: Milw, WI. Channel 24.)
VHS video tape in slip case
AL-179  
**ALICE IN WONDERLAND -- [VIDEO/CD]**  
Produced and Directed by Jonathan Miller. CAST: Michael Redgrave, Peter Sellers, John Gielgud, Leo McKern. MUSIC: Ravi Shankar.  
["A subversive and haunting retelling of the classic children’s story…”]  
NB. Among the special features included on the CD is Cecil Hepworth’s 1903 film: ‘ALICE IN WONDERLAND’.  
CD in color illust Jewel-box.

AL-180  
**ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS -- [VIDEO]**  
Producer: Irwin Allen. Director: Harry Harris.  
VHS Video tape In color illust. clam-shell box.

AL-181  
**LEWIS CARROLL AND THE PRESS -- An Annotated Bibliography of Charles Dodgson”s Contributions to Periodicals**,  
Charles Lovett  
24 x 16 cm. Black cloth, bds; title gold spine. Grey marbled EPs. vi,  
In Color illust DW.

AL-182  
**THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There**  
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel  
New York: Hurst and Company, nd. [c.1910]  
16 x 13 cm. Color deco bds with pasted on color illust. 235 p.  
TEXT: Carroll – UA. ART: Tenniel illust.

AL-183  
**ALICE AT THE PALACE -- (VIDEO -- VHS)**  
USA - 1982. KULTUR/EDITH SWADOS (A Public Theater NY Shakespeare Festival Production). Color 75 min.  
VHS tape. In Color illust slip-case.

AL-184  
**ALICE IN ACIDLAND -- (VIDEO -- VHS)**  
[“Alice’s wild affair…. a young college girl’s pent-up emotions and frustrations exploding on the screen…]  
VHS tape in color illust clamshell box.
AL-185  **ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND**  
Lewis Carroll. Illustrations by John Tenniel. [With a foreword by Nancy Willard and Reading Group Guide]  
NY: Aladdin Classics, 2000  
18.5 x 13 cm. Photo illust stiff wrappers. xiii. (2), 150, (10)p. Illust.  
TEXT: Carroll –UA. ART: Cover photo by Carroll. In-text illust by Tenniel.

AL-186  **ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND.**  
Lewis Carroll. Illustrations by John Tenniel  
London: Penguin/Puffin, 1996  
20 x 13 cm. Color illust stiff wrappers. x, 141, (1) p. pls ads.  
TEXT: Carroll –UA. ART: Color illust cover adapted from Tenniel images by James Marsh. In-text illust in B&W by Tenniel.

AL-187  **ALICE IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKINGGLASS.**  
a & b  
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel.  
24 x 17 cm. Color illust. paper ov bds; title gold spine. (8), 307 p. Illust:  
TEXT: Carroll –UA. ART Color wraparound cover illust., B&W in-text and marginal illust., plus color enhanced frtspc and 4 plates, all from Tenniel.

AL-188  **ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND.**  
a & b  
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by DeLoss McGraw  
TEXT: Carroll-UA, ART: DW illust, Cover illust, frtspc, misc page décor. in-text illust, partial- and full-page plates, all in color, all by McGraw.

AL-189  **LEWIS CARROLL – ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND**  
Abridged and Illustrated by Tony Ross  
NY: Athenæum, 1994 (1st thus)  
TEXT: Carroll as abridged by Tony Ross. ART: Cover, title page, in-text and full-page plate illustration, all in color, all by Ross. [Fine: in color illust DW with art by Ross]
AL-190  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
By Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by Roberta Paflin
TEXT: Carroll - UA. ART: Full color cover illustration, plus color accented EP
and chapter-head deco., and full-page color accented plates, all by Paflin.
[Good plus: corners bumped, shelf wear, owner's inscription, but sound.]

AL-191  THE WHITE KNIGHT – A Study of C.L.Dodgson (Lewis Carroll)
By Alexander L. Taylor, M.A.
London: Oliver & Boyd, 1952
22.5 x 15 cm. Red cloth, boards; title gold spine. vii, 209 p. Notes, biblio., index.
In illust DW; fine.

AL-192  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Lewis Carroll. Illustrations by Jenny Thorne
Paulton, Bristol, UK: Purnell, 1975
20.5 x 14.5 cm. Red art leather, stamped deco gold ov bds. Title gold cover and spine.
RWXT: Carroll - UA. ART: Color ftrspe, 8 full-page color plates, 12 full page
B&W plates, all by Thorne.

AL-193  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND – THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS and What Alice Found There.
Lewis Carroll. Illustrated by John Tenniel
London: Sebastian Kelly, 1999 (Classic library)
24.5 x 19.5 cm. Red art leather and color illust. paper ov bds, deco stamped gold.
Title printed cover, gold on black spine. 307 p. Illust.
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Original Tenniel illustrations, in some instances up-
sized or boxed, or reworked to full-page color plates (8 for each title).

AL-194  ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS.
Lewis Carroll. With Illustrations by John Tenniel
22 x 14.5 cm. Dk blue art leather, deco-stamped gold ov bds. Title gold spine. Col
EPs., x, 297 p. Illust. With ribbon bookmark
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Origln Tenniel illust. in B&W.
NB: Laid-in promo sheet describes binding and references critical material on the
'Alpac' books.
AL-195  
IN THE SHADOW OF THE DREAM CHILD — A New Understanding of Lewis Carroll  
Karoline Leach  
London: Peter Owen, 1999  
22.5 x 14.5 cm. White cloth, bds; title gold spine. 294 p. Illust. Appends., notes, index.

AL-196  
ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS  
NY: Bantam Doubleday Dell, 1992 (Dell Yearling Classics)  
19.5 x 13 cm. Color illustrated stiff wrappers. ix. (10), 192, (12), 224 p.  
TEXT: Carroll-UA. ART: Original Tenniel illustrations.

AL-197  
THE STORY OF LEWIS CARROLL  
Roger Lancelyn Green  
NY: Henry Schuman, 1950  
19.5x 13 cm. Blue cloth, bds; title black spine. (8), 179 p. Illust. Biblio.  
In chipped DW

AL-198  

AL-199  
ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN WONDERLAND and THROUGH THE LOOKING-GLASS — Nonsense, Sense, and Meaning  
Donald Rackin  
22 x 14.5 cm. Cream cloth, bds.; title black spine. xvi, 179 p. Illust. Notes, biblio, index.

AL-200  
LEWIS CARROLL — An Annotated International Bibliography  
1960-1977  
Edward Guiliano  
Charlottesville, VA: University Press of Virginia, 1980  
In Illust DW.